
This booklet has been compiled to provide you with a basic education regarding the principles and theories that guided
us in the development of the Greenfield Naturals Water Solution products. We will examine the field of energetics and
evidence which supports the reality of information transfer and vortices, the natural processes which work to sustain life.

Introduction

We start with the premise that we exist in a sea of energies which are all around us and

permeate everything.  We can also de�ne these energies as light, information, electromagnetic

frequency or EMF.  They are free and they are good for us, that is, so long as they are

emanating from natural sources or sources that mimic nature.

The most obvious source of this energy in the heavens is the sun, (which is comprised of

elements interacting with energy) and less obvious energies on earth are minerals, (which are

also comprised of elements interacting with energy), of which there are over 4,000, which all

emit light energy.  These minerals as well as spring water, essential plants oils, and even natural

sounds from birds chirping to waves crashing upon the sands all work to enhance health and

vitality for plants, animals, peoples and the environment.

Just as the periodic table lists all the elements known to man, the electromagnetic spectrum

shows the range of all possible frequencies of electromagnetic radiation. Only a very minute

section of the electromagnetic spectrum are visible energies of which we are most aware

while the vast majority of nature’s life enhancing energies are not visible to the human eye.

In the following paragraphs, we will be discussing objective, discernible and visible evidence

created by these energies which are for the most part invisible.

Conventional science generally doesn’t refer to or utilize EMF in its natural state which is a

re�ection of their ignorance and disrespect regarding the importance of emerging yet also

ancient technologies which are congruent and harmonious with nature. Natural EMF is free

and dif�cult to monopolize or control.  Our academic and scienti�c institutions are controlled

by big corporations which are primarily interested in the procurement and monopolization of

resources for the sake of generating as much pro�t as possible with minimal consideration for

the common good. Consequently, governments and mega corporations have gone to great

lengths to hinder and limit opportunities for research, development and marketing of free

energy technologies based on natural EMF and this is especially so in America.

Nikola Tesla, the most in�uential and proli�c inventor of the modern times developed wireless

communication, AC electricity, lights, x-rays, remote control, robotics, lasers, electric motors

and most interesting of all, free energy. His only inventions not being used today are his free

energy technologies and they have yet to see the light of day because the industrialists who

funded his work along with the US government placed it under lock and key with access only

to top secret government sponsored research. One of these projects has been the

development of a ‘death ray’ laser, which is a Tesla invention. It has even been reported that

our government is routinely testing the effects of this weapon in trials on the American public

and around the world.

Tesla has been an inspiration to us in our research but the products we are creating are

in�nitely more simple than the genius manifested in the technologies developed by Tesla.

 Inspired by men such as Tesla and Schauberger, we are creating products that take advantage

of energy which is all around us and is easily harnessed.  Through traveling the world via

internet or plane and doing our own research, we’ve discovered natural phenomena which we

build into our products to make them unique, remarkable, economical, powerful and long

lasting.

It is interesting to note that natural sources of electromagnetic frequencies, (other than on occasion the sun) are not

displayed on EMF spectrum charts. All emissions shown on all EMF charts come from natural sources and science has

mimicked them but also corrupted all of them.

Science is the intellectual and practical activity encompassing the
systematic study of the structure and behavior of the physical and
natural world through observation and experiment.

I am often asked, “Are your water structuring products supported by
science?” and my response is whose science? The purpose of science is
to confirm what is true, yet scientists are fallible creatures influenced by
money, fear and fame, which can all lead to a skewing or
misrepresentation of data to support a false premise. I don’t care about
money, fame or fear of losing my job because I’ve learned, (and am
learning), to trust in God for my security and well being. What I care about
most is the pursuit of truth and doing the best I can to fulfill my life
purpose. My earnest prayer is that you may benefit in body, mind and
soul by what I’ve written in this little e-book. Gary Greenfield

“The majority believes that everything hard to comprehend must be very profound. This is

incorrect. What is hard to understand is what is immature, unclear and often false. The highest

wisdom is simple and passes through the brain directly into the heart.”

What is science?

    
Viktor Schauberger, Visionary & Inventor
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Conventional science and thinking in many respects revolve around the physical. It is perfectly normal to work with what we see and more dif�cult to wrap our heads around something we can’t

see with our own eyes. But innovative and intuitive thinkers have been giving us clues throughout history regarding the invisible qualities of light and matter.

If you want to �nd the secrets of the universe, think in terms of

energy, frequency and vibration.

Nikola Tesla - Inventor, Futurist, Mechanic Engineer, Physicist,

Electric Engineer- 1856 - 1943

Water is the lifeblood of the earth. When water is healthy, it has a

complex structure that enables it to communicate information,

carry energy, nutrients and healing, to self-cleanse and discharge

wastes.

Viktor Schauberger - Forester, Naturalist and Water Visionary -

1885-1958

PHYSICAL VERSUS ENERGY

Drawing from this text written approximately 3500 years

ago by the Hebrew prophet, Moses, we can conclude that the

ancients understood matter or water and energy or light to

be separate entities, both of which could not be made known

without the presence of the other. Without light, the water

was dark, void and still.

Recipe for the universe

Energy is essentially light, seen and unseen, audible and silent

which is continually being measured by our subconscious

working with all our senses. Matter is essentially water,

manifest in various con�gurations and densities using the

hydrogen atom as the basic building block to construct all

the elements which comprise all matter in creation. Light

illumines, animates and informs of us of water and its in�nite

array of material forms and matter reveals lights qualities to

us.

The �rst element of the periodic table is hydrogen. ‘Hydro’ is

de�ned as ‘water’ and ‘gen’ is de�ned as ‘in the beginning’. So,

essentially, the element, hydrogen is ‘water in the beginning’

and it is the hydrogen atom from which all other elements

are built. Consequently, hydrogen, ‘water in the beginning’, is

the building block for all material forms in the universe. This

is a concept �rst revealed to us from the ancient Book of

Genesis quoted above. The Greeks gave us the word,

‘hydrogen’ which was translated from the Hebrew texts

around 150 BC.

Seawater contains all ninety-two of the naturally

occurring elements of the periodic table and these

elements alone are the source for all the material used to

create the heavens and earth. All matter, from which

everything, (inorganic and organic), draws its form, was

contained within the primordial waters created by God in

the beginning and it is from these waters that He brought

forth the land masses. It is also from these waters that

He created plants, animals, birds, sea life and microbes.

Lastly, He created mankind in His own image. These

conclusions were drawn primarily from the passage below

with the rest of the �rst chapter of Genesis providing

further support material.

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth

was without form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the

deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the

waters. Then God said, “Let there be light”; and there was light.

Book of Genesis - 1400 BC
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— Book of Genesis 1:9-10

Then God said, “Let the waters
under the heavens be

gathered together into one
place, and let the dry land

appear”; and it was so. And
God called the dry land Earth,
and the gathering together of

the waters He called Seas

HYDROGEN – THE BUILDING BLOCK
FOR ALL ELEMENTS?
The Founder of Natural Philosophy, Thales Of
Miletus, Hypothesized That Water Was The
Beginning Of All Material Forms
The ancient Greek philosopher Thales was born and lived around (624-546 BC) in

Miletus in Greek Ionia. Aristotle, the major source for Thales’s philosophy and science,

identi�ed Thales as the �rst greek to investigate the basic principles, the question of the

originating substances of matter and also regarded, Thales, as the founder of the school

of natural philosophy. Aristotle reported Thales’ hypothesis that water was the

originating principle of nature. Plato regarded Thales to be numbered as one of the

seven wise men of Greek culture. There is no indication that Thales wrote anything

while his views seemed to have been passed down orally.



Van Helmont’s
Tree Experiment

Jean Baptista van Helmont (1577-1644) performed one of the classic experiments in plant

physiology. His research was published posthumously in Ortus Medicinae (in 1648) and is one

of the �rst examples of the use of the “scienti�c method”.

“I took an earthen pot and in it placed 200 pounds of earth which had
been dried out in an over. This I moistened with rain water, and in it
planted a shoot of willow which weighed f ive pounds.  When f ive years
had passed the tree which grew from it weighed 169 pounds and three
ounces. The earthen pot was wetted whenever it was necessary with
rain or distilled water only. It was very large, and was sunk in the
ground, and had a tin plated iron lid with many holes punched in it,
which covered the edge of the pot to keep air-borne dust from mixing
with the earth. I did not keep track of the weight of the leaves which
fell in each of the four autumns. Finally, I dried out the earth in the pot
once more, and found the same 200 pounds, less about 2 ounces.
Thus, 164 pounds of wood, bark, and roots had arisen from water
alone.”

-Jean Baptista van Helmont

We can deduct from this experiment that as water mingles with the soil, it picks up
the emf signature of each element and carries that information into the plant which
with its pre-programed intelligence uses the soil emf codes and the hydrogen atom
to build its wood, bark, roots, leaves, etc.

Can Anything Be
Constructed Out Of
Hydrogen?

01.
Prout’s Hypothesis

The Hydrogen
Atom Is
The Building
Block For All The
Element.
William Prout (1785–1850) was an English chemist, physician,

and natural theologian. He is remembered today mainly for

what is called Prout’s hypothesis which stated that the

hydrogen atom was the building block for all the elements.

Prout’s theory motivated fellow scientists of his era to obtain

ever more accurate weights for each atom in their quest to

prove whether his hypothesis was correct.



02.Intelligent Design
Theory
Of The Periodic
Table
Bob Laing is a modern day scientist who has contributed

interesting insight into many perplexities of the universe in

which we live. He is listed here because of his contribution to

proving the unique structure of the hydrogen atom and the

role it plays as the building block for all elements of the

periodic table. Bob constructed physical models of the

hydrogen atom and then proceeded to build many elements of

the periodic table using his hydrogen building blocks.

Bob also developed an his own theory regarding the

construction of the hydrogen atom. “Intelligent Design Theory

uses nuclear physics to establish the true structure of a

hydrogen atom which is not accepted by mainstream science.

“What I call the hydrogen atom model H2 is composed of two

protons attracted to a single electron. This leaves one extra

positive charge that is neutralized by an electron attempting to

join the center electron between the two protons. The outer

electron is repelled by the central electron and always remains

outside the two protons, where it vibrates due external

electromagnetic waves.”

– Bob Laing

All matter, regardless of it’s composition emits energy. Just as a

�sh is surrounded by water, everything, everywhere is

surrounded and permeated by a sea of energy, including all

food sources, trees, rocks, water and air.



Mineral energies have the same qualities as lightning bolts.

— The Author

Lightning cleanses the atmosphere and
recharges the earth. In the same way, mineral

energies cleanse and recharge our bodies.



So these pictures beg the question, how much natural energy are you ingesting from your

diet or from the water you drink?  What kind of energy surrounds you?  Why is it that

spending time in nature invigorates you?  Have you ever wondered why food tastes

better when prepared over an open �re in the woods?  All energy in its natural state, no

matter what its source will work to enhance quality of life for everything within its �eld

of in�uence.

Processed foods on the other hand will transmit corrupted light frequencies, yet we

gravitate towards them because of sophisticated marketing schemes and addictive

chemical food additives.  Utility treated water transmits toxic light frequencies  and

bottled waters can vary widely in their quality of energy emissions. So, this begs another

question, what is pure water?

Pure water isn’t water that has been stripped of all its minerals via reverse osmosis or

distillation nor is water pure if it contains toxic energies that can’t be seen or even

quanti�ed by most instrumentation or testing methods.

“Pure water can be defined as water
in it’s natural, balanced state, both
energetically and materially, yet,
cleansed of matter and energy that
isn’t congruent with nature. ”
-The Author

 What we can conclude from the images above and other images we have

captured by electrophotonic photography, is that all material forms emit

energy and furthermore, through additional �eld research, we have

concluded that all energy or light or electromagnetic frequency or

information, whatever you prefer to call it depending on its source is either

bene�cial or detrimental to the health of plants, animals and peoples. 

Energetic emissions are created by all material forms and if these energies are

synthetic, man-made or altered from their natural state they will interfere

with life processes within their �eld of in�uence.

Mankind is intimately connected to the earth, even the name ‘human’ comes

from the latin word ‘humus’ meaning, dirt, soil, earth, ground.  The human

body is composed of all ninety-two naturally occurring elements of the

periodic table just as is the rest of nature and the reason why we’re so

invigorated by spending time outdoors and even more so in the woods, beside

a water fall or at the beach is because our body is at home in the midst of all

the natural energies that abound in these places as opposed to the abundance

of unnatural energies present in our homes and communities.  Our bodies

resonate with the same energies of the universe and any energy source that

doesn’t resonate with the energies of nature and the universe create con�ict,

disease, lack of peace and disharmony.

Consequently, when we eat food grown and processed contrary to natural

law, we do so not only to our own demise but also to everything within our

�eld of in�uence.

So what we eat and the environment we live in can be hurting us or healing us

and each of us to some extent has the power to choose the energetic qualities

of the environment we are going to live in and the foods we are going to

consume.

Now we aren’t suggesting you sleep on a bed of carrots or that you buy a

house in the country, as laying on a bed of carrots would be extreme and

buying a house in the country is not possible for most people.  In spite of the

conveniences, our modern technological system has brought to the world we

live in, every living thing on earth is losing quality of life because our modern

belief system is out of sync with nature and consequently our modern

technologies are out of sync with nature. The modern lifestyle isn’t

sustainable and the I would go so far as to say that the consequences of the

modern lifestyle are creating a scenario that will bring a degree of suffering

on our children’s generation never before known by mankind.

The kind of energies with which we surround ourselves will have an in�uence

on our quality of life and even though we may not be able to avoid exposure

to many of the toxic energies surrounding us, we can negate or minimize their

effects by learning to think and live in a manner that is not controlled by the

mainstream forces of media, medicine, banking, business, education, energy,

technology and government.
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FREQUENCY AND INFORMATION

Frequencies are a manifestation of waveform and they convey information.  Voice and music

frequencies convey information wirelessly. Digital signals convey information wirelessly.  All

material forms possess a frequency signature or signatures by which they communicate with

everything else in creation.  Understanding this principle is crucial to understanding how

nature works and when we respect this principle, we are able to create products that are

harmonious with nature but when we are ignorant of this principle, we end up creating

disharmony.

For instance,  nuclear physicists and engineers are very smart people and they are able to

extract amazing quantities of energy from rocks but unfortunately they accomplish this task in

a manner that isn’t respectful or congruent with nature. The end result being that they create

technologies and products wrought with dangers because of frequency corruption and the

creation of malformation instead of harnessing information in its natural state.

There is a considerable body of evidence confirming that water collects, stores and transmits information
much like a computer receives, stores and transmits information.  Japanese author and researcher,

Masaru Emoto, was a water researcher whose work with human consciousness, (which is essentially EMF
energy), made him famous. He would freeze water which had been subjected to energetic stimuli such as

rock music, classical music, kind words and harsh words to determine their effects on the crystalline
structure of water.

Now whether or not these energetic nuggets or bits are composed of gold or dung or something in between is determined by the collective formation of the posted text which de�nes its function

and ultimately it’s frequency which may or may not be congruent with natural principles.

We have begun to lay the groundwork for you establishing that all material forms emit energy

and this energy can be described as electromagnetic in nature. Consequently, even our

thoughts are electromagnetic in their composition and because of free will, we can cause our

consciousness to emanate life enhancing energy or life depleting energy.  What this means

ultimately, is that each of us are electromagnetic generators, even mini power stations that are

constantly sending out bene�cial or detrimental energy based on our disposition and our

grasp of truth.  This puts a new perspective on how each of us can change not only ourselves

but those around us including our environment by the power of speech, the power of prayer

and by the power of the written word!

Consider this concept for a moment. The written word that resides on a sheet of paper or in

digital form on your computer or cellphone screen contains the consciousness of a man in a

static form until it is read.  The act of reading is accomplished through electromagnetic

energies forming a pathway through the eyes. As light energies re�ect off or illumine the text

on the page or screen, these energies re�ect back through our eyes into our brain to be

deciphered. Based on the principles of ‘form, frequency & function’, the brain in turn acts a

repository or an energy sink from which the rest of body draws these energetic nuggets or bits

as needed.

Describing a musical instrument, (without considering the musician), can give a clearer

picture of how this process works. Consider the function of a violin which is to

emanate beautiful sound using properly con�gured wood and strings. The form of the

wood and strings of the violin in turn will determine the quality of the frequency

emanating from the violin which in turn will inspire the heart, causing one to cringe or

to be inspired or something in between.

Ultimately, the frequency emanation or transmission of an object or material form

contains the information which is gleaned by our cells as a source of energy for proper

cellular functioning and our water molecules in their multitude of con�gurations and

densities is the receiver, repository and transmitter of all information.

“The principle of, ‘form, frequency, function’, governs all energetic process at all times in all places. ”

- The Author -



TURKEY TRIALS
In Platte, South Dakota, between 2010 and 2013, when I was working with my

business/research partner, Jeffrey Riggins, we conducted trials which indicated that

information is stored and conveyed in water.  In one trial, using a facility with two

separated brooding barns, young turkeys were hydrated with a water structuring

unit without a mineral jacket on one side of the barn and young turkeys on the other

side of the barn were watered with a water structuring unit surrounded by a mineral

jacket.

Each side of the barn was identical but separated by a wall.  The young turkeys

feeding on the structured water exposed to the mineral blanket, (which didn’t have

contact with the water), had a decreased mortality rate and enhanced growth as

compared with the turkeys being watered with structured water less the mineral

blanket.

In an earlier trial, young turkeys fed structured water had less mortality and better

weight gain than young turkeys fed untreated well water. These trials opened up a

whole new �eld of focus and since those initial trials we’ve repeatedly seen evidence

that information can be transferred wirelessly to water, stored within the water and

in turn transmitted to other aqueous environments within its �eld of in�uence, be

they turkeys, plants, humans, a pond or the soil.

CORRUPT EMF
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friends is exposed equally in. Ignorant had too.

Commensurate with the expansion of wireless communication technologies are the

number of individuals who are suffering from exposure to these invisible

electromagnetic frequencies emitted by the multiple sources of wireless

communication technologies that have inundated our homes, schools and

communities. Sources of harmful EMF can include improperly installed AC

electrical circuits, Smart Meters on the outside walls of our homes used to

communicate information to the electric company, cell towers, cell phones, digital

clocks next to our beds, wireless phones, computers and WiFi routers which are

used everywhere in stores, schools, homes and in public spaces.

(ELECTROMAGNETIC FREQUENCIES)



Nothing in nature was designed to live in an environment saturated with all these

synthetic, man-made, unnatural electromagnetic energies. The problem with all

these unnatural energies is that they interrupt, interfere and inundate our water

saturated cells with corrupt energies which in turn affect healthy cell activity and

when our cells ain’t happy, ain’t nobody happy.

A symptom of all diseases can be described as a lack of ease or peace among cells. 

The fuel source for cellular function is energy which is electromagnetic in its

makeup. Depending on the source, electromagnetic energies can either enhance or

disrupt cellular activity.  Disease types are de�ned by the types of cells which aren’t

at ease or are functioning inef�ciently. Consequently,  any electromagnetic energies

not congruent with nature will interrupt normal cell functions resulting in any one

of a multitude of diseases and illnesses that plague mankind.

In consideration of this concept, one can understand why oftentimes, the source or

cause of a particular disease can remain a mystery.  So, the key to good health is to

�rst learn the difference between natural and unnatural energies and then begin to

eliminate or protect ourselves from the unnatural energies while increasing

exposure to natural energies.

Everything in creation is comprised of one or more of the

ninety-two naturally occurring elements listed on the

periodic table.  Each of these ninety-two elements has their

own unique electromagnetic energy emanation and each of

these energies has a unique role to play in the support and

sustenance of life on earth. The purpose of all physical

elemental forms is to interact with light or energy which

surround it. The unique energy signature created by the

interaction of light with matter is then wirelessly picked up

by the speci�c cells which require that particular frequency

for ful�lling its role for life functions within its

environment.  This process is a manifestation of the ‘form,

frequency, function’, principle. 

All naturally occurring electromagnetic energies are subtle

in energy yet working powerfully to clean, feed and protect

whatever is exposed to their �eld of in�uence.  These

naturally occurring energies can do no harm and have been

endowed with intelligence from our Creator to know exactly

what their role is in sustaining the proper functioning of all

living forms on earth.

THE NATURAL LIGHT EMISSION OF
ELEMENTS

The Herxheimer Reaction is a pronounced detoxi�cation or

cleansing process which takes place in the body as it

becomes exposed to particular types of effective cleansing,

feeding and protecting energies which occur in nature.

The cleansing actions of a Herxheimer Reaction may persist

from a few days to a month and although the cleansing

period may be unpleasant and prolonged,  quality of life will

be enhanced once the body has completed the cleansing

process.  As toxins are being released for expelling from

your body, it is very important to drink plenty of energized,

informational, structured water to assist with the �ushing

process.  Typical symptoms which may accompany this

cleansing process are body aches, sore throat, general

malaise, an upset stomach, sweating, chills, nausea, itching,

rashes and a runny nose.

HERXHEIMERS AND FREQUENCY
SENSITIVITY

Our Creator gave us bodies that love us in that just as a

Mother’s love motivates her to clean, feed and protect her

children, so our bodies work to clean, feed and protect us

but when we don’t cooperate with or listen to our bodies,

problems will begin to occur just as in any relationship.

Communication is paramount to good relations with those

around us including our own bodies, therefore, we need to

learn to listen to our bodies, responding appropriately to our

body’s needs, otherwise we’ll experience problems and the

longer we neglect our body’s needs or cry for help, the more

our health is going to suffer.

The bottom line is that good health isn’t possible unless we

have a good relationship with our body. As in any

relationship, trust is paramount and we need to exercise

con�dence that our body knows perfectly how to care for

us;  cleaning, feeding and protecting us but in turn, if we

aren’t in tune with our bodies or we are negligent or are just

plain ignorant, then we are going to end up hindering our

body’s ability to properly clean, feed and protect our cells. 

Why don’t we naturally know how to take care of our bodies

as they take care of us? Because we live in a world �lled with

deceptions, distortions, distractions and delusions which all

work to lead us astray.

OUR BODIES LOVE US!


